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9.1 Unreplicated Studies 

Some important ecological questions, especially those operating on large or 
unique scales, defy replication and randomization (Schindler 1987; Frost et al. 
1988; Carpenter et al. 1995). For example, suppose we are interested in the conse
quences of lake acidification on rotifer populations. Experimental acidification of 
a single small lake is a major undertaking, so it may be possible to manipulate 
only one lake. Even with baseline data from before the application of the acid, 
such a study would have no replication, and . thus could not be analyzed with 
classical statistical methods, such as analysis of variance (chapter 4). 

An alternative approach might be to use some biological or physical model of 
the system of interest that allows for replication. For example, we could construct 
small replicated enclosures in lakes, and acidify some of them. Although this 
would (with proper execution) permit valid statistical analysis of differences 
among units the. size of the enclosures, it is questionable· whether this model 
allows valid ecological generalization to the lake ecosystem (Schindler 1998). For 
large-scale phenomena, experiments on small-scale models may not be a trust
worthy ecological substitute for large-scale studies (although they may provide 
valuable supplementary information). 

In this chapter, we examine how certain types of unreplicated studies can be 
analyzed with techniques developed for time series data. Time series are repeated 
measurements, or subsamples, taken on the same experimental unit through time. 
Time series analysis techniques include methods for determining whether noo/an
dom changes in the mean level of a series have occurred at prespecified times. 
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Th~ results of.such analyses can help determine whether other changes or manipu
lauons occumng at those prespecified times may have caused changes in the ob
served series. 

The methods we describe take advantage of the long-term data available for 
many large-scale studies (see also Jassby and Powell 1990; Stow et al. 1998). 
Pre~ous a~thors ha~e proposed a variety of techniques for assessing such studies, 
rangmg from graphical approaches (Bormann and Likens 1979) to more sophisti
cated statistical analyses (Matson and Carpenter 1990). These techniques share 
an emphasis on time series data and usually involve comparing a series of pre
and posttreaunent measurements on a treatlnent and a reference system (e.g., 
Stewart-Oaten et al. 1986; Carpenter et al. 1989). We will confine our discussion 
of time series methods to the use of ARIMA modeling techniques, although many 
other time series methods are available. 

We first consider how time series data affects the use and interpretation of 
classical statistical analysis methods (section 9.2). Section 9.3 presents some ex
amples of unreplicated time series designs. Section 9.4 introduces some of the 
key ideas of time series analysis. Section 9.5 describes intervention analysis, an 
extension of time series analysis useful for examining the impact of a treatment 
or natural perturbation. Section 9.6 illustrates the application of intervention anal
ysis to .data from a whole-lake acidification experiment. (lf you are not an aquatic 
ecologist, mentally replace "rotifer'' and "lake" with your favorite organism and 
ecosystem, respectively, in our examples. The principles and potential applica
tions are general.) We discuss some general issues in section 9.7. 

9.2 Replication and Experimental Error 

We frrst return briefly to the lake acidification example. The prescription in clas
sidi~_experimental design for testing the effect of lake acidification on rotifer 
densities would be· similar to the following: 

I. Identify all lakes to which we want our inferences to apply. 
2. Select, say, four lakes at random from this population. 
3. Randomly select two of the four lakes to be acidified. 
4. Use the other two lakes as reference, or control, lakes. 

Suppose estimates of pre- and posttreaunent rotifer densities are available for 
all four lakes; for each lake, we can compute the change (difference) between the 
pre- and posttreatlnent periods for further analysis. Classical analysis then pro
ceeds to. examine the question of whether the changes in the acidified lakes are 
consistently different from the changes in the reference lakes, judged in light of 
the· typical lake variability. This typical lake variability, or experimental error, 
can be estimated only by having replicate lakes within each group. (Two lakes 
per group is the minimum that permits estimation of experimental error, although 
a design with only two lakes pe_r group would normally return a rather poor es
timate of experimental error [Carpenter 1989].) An important feature of the classi-




















